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Modelling wooden cultural heritage. The 
need to consider each artefact as unique 
as illustrated by the Cannone violin
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Abstract 

This research work investigates the possibility to use a hygroscopic model based on Fick’s law to predict the global 
moisture content variations an historical violin undergoes during a concert. To set up the model to work some input 
are required such as: the object geometries, the wood species used, the thicknesses, the moisture diffusion coef-
ficients, the permeability of varnished surfaces, the anhydrous masses of the moisture exchanging parts, the sorp-
tion isotherms, information often far from being available or measurable. At a first extent, the model was run on the 
environmental conditions recorded during nine concerts played with the “Cannone” violin (1743) and the computed 
mass variations compared with the mass variations recorded during the same concerts. The model, set with simplify-
ing conditions and with diffusion coefficients from literature, has shown a very little predictive capacity. On the other 
hand, the model was tuned on the experimental data using an inverse procedure for moisture diffusion coefficient 
identification. After the tuning the model has shown a very good predictive ability showing how Fick’s low can be 
profitably used to assess the mass transfer in a complex heritage object such as a violin. This paper highlights the pos-
sibility to successfully use the Fick’s law to model mass transfer in a violin but also makes evident how such models 
must be tuned with real measurements in order to be effective.
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Introduction
Moisture content variations have important conse-
quences on the dimensions, shape, stresses, physical and 
mechanical properties of wooden objects [1, 2]. Aniso-
tropic behaviour of wood, moisture gradients as well as 
asymmetric moisture adsorption in wooden cultural 
heritage is a large problem in the formation and grow of 
damage [3, 4]. Approaches to measure and model the role 
of moisture gradients, constrained deformations, and 
resulting stresses have been undertaken since two dec-
ades in the field of panel paintings [5–13]. These research 
works were recently extended to musical instruments 

[14], timber structures [15], and waterlogged wood [16]. 
The recent European COST Action FP1302 “– WOODen 
MUSical Instrument Conservation and Knowledge” was 
investigating the issue of playing cultural heritage musi-
cal instrument showing how important this topic is for 
the conservation of these objects [17]. The understanding 
of these phenomena is fundamental for conservation of 
cultural heritage such as the violin Guarneri “del Gesù” 
(1743) known as the “Cannone”, the piece of work ana-
lysed in this study. To model the “Cannone” violin several 
studies were carried out to identify its structural [18], 
hygroscopic [19] and its rheological behaviours [20]. In 
order to develop a hygroscopic model of the violin during 
its use, a series of environmental and mass measurements 
were recorded during nine concerts. These concerts 
exhibit quite different environmental sceneries in terms 
of environmental conditions, concert duration, and violin 
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mass variation. A previous study [21] already shown that 
violin mass variation depends mainly on environmental 
conditions and how the role of the player is negligible. In 
the present work, a simple hygroscopic model was imple-
mented and run. The numerical results were compared 
with the actual real mass variation during the concerts. 
Finally, the model was adapted to the real measurements 
by an inverse identification procedure with the main 
purpose to show that Fick’s law can be profitably used in 
order to assess the mass transfer of a historic and com-
plex object such as a violin. A simplified model approach 
was chosen because most of the inputs needed to define 
a detailed approach to diffusion for a historical violin are 
unknown. In particular: (1) the permeability of varnishes 
is unknown; (2) the different wear of the varnishes it is 
unknown and its effect on permeability is difficult to be 
determined; (3) other treatments of the wooden mate-
rial are unknown such as salts applied on the surface as 
a primer; (4) the effect of aging on the degradation of 
wood cell wall polymers and its effect on the physical 
and mechanical properties of wood; (5) there could be an 
asymmetric aging of wood from the varnished and unvar-
nished parts; (6) the diffusion coefficient of the wood 
used in the violin can be very different from that coming 
from literature because wood is a very variable material; 
(7) the diffusion coefficients in bibliography are available 
only for a limited number of wood species. Being an ana-
lytic FEM model difficult to be implemented without the 
majority of the input needed, a simplified approach was 
chosen. The main outcome of this work is how Fick’s low 
can be profitably used to predict mass transfer in histori-
cal musical instruments and how a modelling approach 
based on simplified assumptions can be misleading. A 
complex finite element approach would not give better 
results than a simplified approach if most of the input are 
unknown, and this is often the case of cultural heritage 
objects where most of the inputs cannot be assessed and 
are unique of the specific object. For these reasons a tun-
ing of the model on real data is always needed in order to 
calibrate the model on the object itself. The model tuned 
with the inverse identification procedure cannot help to 
understand the mass transfer in the single parts of the 
violin but only the behaviour of the violin as a whole.

Materials and methods
Violin geometry and physical properties
The violin geometry was perfectly defined by a three 
dimensional high precision scan described in [18]. The 
total exchanging surface was determined by direct meas-
urement on the three dimensional model using Blender 
3D computer graphics software [22] and the Neuro-
Morph plug-in [23]. The thicknesses of the various parts 
was determined as the average value calculated after 

the measurements reported in [24]. In order to set the 
boundary conditions of the Fick’s solver, the violin hygro-
scopic system was simplified by considering the parts 
with low surface to volume ratio as impervious. The 
same was done for the varnished sides of the violin parts. 
According to these assumptions the following parts of 
the violin were considered as not exchanging moisture: 
the scroll and the pegbox because both varnished and 
with low surface volume ratio; the pegs because with low 
surface to volume ratio; the fingerboard and the tailpiece 
because made of ebony wood well known to be a specie 
very long to dry [25] and consequently with a very low 
diffusion coefficient. The parts of the violin with an active 
role in the model were consequently considered: the 
sound board, the ribs and the back face which are con-
sidered to be semi permeable (permeable on the internal 
surface and impervious on the external varnished side). 
The assumption of different permeability of the external 
and internal surface of the sound board is supported by 
the measurement of flying wood consequent to an envi-
ronmental humidity variation as documented in [19]. 
These parts, for the “Cannone” violin and for most of the 
existing violins, are made of spruce (Picea abies L.) for 
the sound board and of sycamore maple (Acer pseudopla-
tanus L.) for the back face and the ribs. All these parts 
are usually radially oriented in order to minimise shrink-
age and swelling (since the radial shrinkage coefficient is 
commonly in the order of one half of the tangential one). 
Being the moisture exchanging wood mass unknown, it 
was determined by multiplying the volume of the parts 
by the spruce or sycamore maple densities reported in 
[26]. The value determined in [26] for a selected num-
ber of historical violins was considered more consistent 
than the wooden literature since the material used for 
violin making is carefully selected by stringed instrument 
makers [27–29]. This material in fact, usually present 
low density compared to the average values of the spe-
cies reported in literature. The mass of the non exchang-
ing parts was determined as the difference between the 
known violin mass of 436.6 g at the conservation condi-
tions (54% relative humidity and 21 °C) and the mass of 
the exchanging parts determined as described above. The 
dry mass to be used in the modelling was determined by 
supposing the whole violin to be at an average moisture 
content of 10%. These data are summarised in Table 1.

Model implementation
The single moisture content of each wooden part is 
strongly dependent with the surrounding environ-
ment. Consequently, the violin moisture content in 
the conservation condition can be determined using 
the isothermal sorption curve. In this calculation, the 
effect of the temperature, in the range variations we 
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are considering, can be neglected as reported by [21]. 
Therefore, GAB (Guggenheim-Anderson-de Boer) iso-
therm at 20  °C as from Equation [1] was adopted in 
order to calculate the equilibrium moisture content (w):

where w is the equilibrium moisture content, RH is the 
relative humidity, and wm, K, and C are three geometrical 
parameters suitable to describe sorption curves (each of 
them having a physical meaning not explained here for 
the sake of brevity).To set the GAB model, the experi-
mental data reported in [2, 30] for spruce and maple 
sycamore were used and are reported in Table 2. The hys-
teresis of sorption is not considered in the present work, 
only the average between the sorption and desorption 
curves of the GAB model was used.

After a literature review a wide set of diffusion coef-
ficients for spruce wood was found, showing how these 
coefficients are strongly dependent on the experimental 
setup. It explains why it is very hard to use coefficients 
from literature in generalised models. For the spruce 
diffusion coefficient, the one provided by [31] was 
selected. For maple the opposite scenario was found 
where only one paper [32] reported such coefficients 

(1)w = wm
C · K · RH

(1− K ·H)(1− K · RH + C · K · RH)

for (Acer pseudoplatanus L.). Because [32] reports that 
the diffusion coefficient is thickness dependent the val-
ues were identified in function of the violin elements 
thicknesses (see Table  1). Coefficients for sugar maple 
(Acer saccharinum L.) were also available but neglected 
being sugar maple quite different from sycamore maple. 
The values of the selected diffusion coefficients are also 
reported in Table 2.

The isotherm of water vapour adsorption/desorption 
and average line for spruce and sycamore maple as com-
puted from GAB model as from [2] are reported in Fig. 1.

Moisture diffusion and Fick’s law adaptation 
to the problem
The mass transfer of water in hygroscopic materials such 
as wood depends on the diffusion of bound water through 
cell walls and of water vapour in the lumens, both being in 
equilibrium [33–35]. At the macroscopic scale, the overall 
effect is often modelled as a global diffusion with a unique 
diffusivity tensor D [11] containing the mass diffusion 
coefficients in the three anatomical directions. The var-
nished surface was supposed as not exchanging moisture 
(impervious boundary condition), while the non-coated 
face of the boundary tends to the computed equilibrium 
moisture content. Considering the thicknesses and the 
radial orientation (then tangential diffusion) of the board 

Table 1 The violin parts involved in the modelling and their physical and geometrical properties

* Exchanging surface with environment. **The masses are relative to the conservation conditions of 54% of relative humidity and 21 °C, corresponding to about 10% 
of moisture content

Violin elements Wood species (orientation) Surface* 
 (mm2) × thickness (mm)

Density 
(kg m−3)

Mass** (g)

References [24] [24] [26]

Sound board Spruce
Picea abies L.
Radial sawing
Tangential diffusion

51.450 × 3.10 370 59.0

Ribs Sycamore maple
Acer pseudoplatanus L.
Radial sawing
Tangential diffusion

32.134 × 1.15 587 21.7

Back face Sycamore maple
Acer pseudoplatanus L.
Radial sawing
Tangential diffusion

52.085 × 4.40 587 134.6

Violin mass exchanging water (g) 215.3

Violin total mass (g) 436.6

Violin mass not exchanging water (g) 221.3
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composing the sound-board, the back face and the ribs, 
we assumed that the moisture diffusion occurs only in the 
tangential direction. Accordingly, the unidirectional diffu-
sion process is assumed to follow the Fick’s law and the 
flux of moisture can be written as in Equation [2]:

where w is the moisture content, t the time, x the posi-
tion along the diffusion direction (here tangential across 
the wooden part thicknesses), and DT the moisture diffu-
sion coefficient of the considered wood specie in the tan-
gential direction. This equation could have a closed-form 
analytical solution by some approximations as proven 
by Boltzman [36] and recently improved mathematically 
by Okino [37]. Some other authors propose complicated 
solutions based on a physical model for porous media [34] 
for its accuracy and performances to describe any dry-
ing process. The Darcy’s law [38] to describe the flow of 
a water through a porous medium approach is not rele-
vant here since the violin wood moisture content remains 
way under the fibre saturation point. Nevertheless, in 
this work, being the diffusion mainly unidirectional, an 
explicit Euler method for time and space integration 
scheme was used for its ease of use and implementation 
(even if less fast). The temperature outside and inside the 
violin, according to [21], was found to not affect the global 
violin behaviour; therefore it was considered as not having 
effects on the diffusion coefficient neither. The model was 
iterated on the data of the nine concerts, reported in [21], 
with the main inputs summarised in Table 3. The relative 
humidity variation (ΔRH) between the showcase and the 
environment surrounding the violin during concerts was 
used as boundary condition in the diffusion solver.

(2)∂w

∂t
= DT

∂2w

∂x2

Table 2 Model input for moisture content calculation and moisture diffusion for the water exchanging elements

Violin elements GAB isothermal sorption curve parameters Diffusion coefficients

Wm (%) C (adim) K (adim) DT (× 10−10 m2 s−1)

[2, 30] Literature based model Inverse 
identification model

Sound board 7.39 11.265 0.72 [31] 0.452 0.452

Ribs 9.58 8.010 0.44 [32] for 1.15 mm thickness 0.015 1.300

Back face [32] for 4.40 mm thickness 0.110

0

10

20

30

0.0 0.5 1.0

RH
[%

]

w

Sycamore maple

Spruce

Fig. 1 Average isotherm of water vapour at 20 °C for spruce and 
sycamore maple with the adsorption and desorption branches 
reported in non continuous line (NB: the hysteresis of sorption is not 
considered in this study), as computed by the GAB model using the 
parameters presented by [2]
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Model tuning by inverse identification
The model was first of all run with the explained sim-
plifications and diffusion coefficients coming from 
literature. As a second step, an inverse identification 
procedure was used to tune the model to the real mass 
variations. Among different inverse identification 
strategies, the sycamore maple tangential diffusion 
coefficient was chosen as variable for model optimi-
sation. This leads the coefficients to lose their physi-
cal meaning but allow to include in the model all the 
uncertainties in the definition of the boundary condi-
tions. To do so, the model was run on the meaningful 
experimental data constitutes by the nine real concerts 
in order to identify the estimated maple tangential 
diffusion coefficient D̃T_maple . This could seem a sig-
nificant issue considering the different strong assump-
tions adopted in the modelling strategy, such as the 
impervious coated surfaces whom actual permeabil-
ity is unknown. However, being based on a significant 
extended experimental data (9 concerts with differ-
ent environment patterns), this identified parameter 
results quite accurate to reach the target of achieving 
a robust hygroscopic model of the “Cannone” violin. 
Obviously, the estimated D̃T_maple does not result in 
a meaningful maple diffusion coefficient because it 
reflects in its single value the direct effects of the over-
all simplifications applied.

Results and discussion
Running model with simplified assumptions and diffusion 
coefficients from literature
The data provided in Table 2 arising directly from liter-
ature are run with the model described in the previous 
section and the results are plotted in Fig. 2. ΔRH reports 
the difference in relative humidity between the average 
conservation relative humidity and the average relative 
humidity recorded during the concert. ΔM stands for the 

mass variation of the violin during the concert because 
moisture adsorption/desorption, TOC is the Time Out-
side the showcase and corresponds to the amount of time 
the violin spends outside the showcase for the concert. 
The mass variations are referred to one unit of time and 
are reported as ΔM/TOC (g/h). It better allows to com-
pare the concerts in a single plot (Fig. 2b).

As can be observed from Fig.  2a, both experimental 
and numerical trends of violin mass variations for unit of 
time (ΔM/TOC) vs. variation of relative humidity (ΔRH) 
are linear. This was already shown and explained in [21] 
as a result of the short duration of the concerts and of 
the limited variations in relative humidity that makes the 
adsorption isotherm and the adsorption process quiet 
linear. However, numerical data vs. measured data are 
very far from each other as shown in Fig.  2b. It clearly 
shows how uncritically apply diffusion coefficients from 
literature results in a model able to explain only a small 
fraction of the real violin behaviour (R2= 0.27). This lack 
of predictive capacity of the model can be ascribed to the 
hard simplifications, to the inability to determine the per-
meability of the varnishes, to the variability of wood, to 
the unknown effect of wood aging and diffusion coeffi-
cients determined experimentally. A lot of uncertainties 
that cannot be avoided nor minimised when working 
with cultural heritage.

Model tuning by inverse identification
The above-mentioned limits make evident how mod-
elling cultural heritage objects by simplified assump-
tions and literature data is impossible, misleading and 
wrong. It is then essential to modify the approach by 
tuning general laws to the real object. An inverse identi-
fication of sycamore maple diffusion coefficient was then 
attempted in order to verify if the Fick’s law could profit-
ably model the global behaviour of the violin. Indeed, the 
imposed boundary conditions of the model in the inverse 

Table 3 Conditions in the showcase and in the concert rooms used as boundary conditions for the diffusion problem

RHshowcase isn the average RH level in the conservation showcase, RHconcert is the average environmental RH measured during the whole period the violin was outside 
the case for the concert, ΔRH is (RHconcert–RHshowcase), TOC is the time the violin was kept outside the showcase for the concert, ΔMexp is the mass variation measured as 
the difference between the value of mass when the showcase is opened and the value of mass just before closing again the instrument in the conservation showcase

Concerts ID Violin player’s name RHshowcase (%) RHconcert (%) ΔRH (%) TOC (h) ΔMexp (g) ΔM/TOC (g h−1)

1 Mario trabucco 53.9 61.1 + 7.2 3.00 0.38 0.13

2 Feng ning 40.8 − 13.1 2.75 − 0.65 − 0.24

3 Feng ning 41.4 − 12.5 2.75 − 0.37 − 0.13

4 Peter sheppard 42.9 − 11.0 2.00 − 0.39 − 0.19

5 Peter sheppard 47.4 − 6.5 4.00 − 0.25 − 0.06

6 Mario trabucco 61.7 + 7.8 3.25 0.47 0.14

7 Salvatore accardo 50.9 − 3.0 4.25 − 0.15 − 0.04

8 Mario trabucco 55.3 + 1.4 4.00 0.08 0.02

9 Mario trabucco 38.8 − 15.1 4.50 − 0.86 − 0.19
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identification process play a fundamental role resuming 
all of them in that single peculiar optimised value for 
the considered problem and solver set up. The diffusion 
coefficient identified is actually a hybrid (experimental/
model) coefficient that cannot be considered as a realistic 
for wood but that include all the simplified assumptions 
and allow to solve the diffusion problem for the violin 
considered as a whole. Because the main anatomical flow 
direction is tangential, only one tangential diffusion coef-
ficient was determined ( D̃T_maple ). Matlab software for 
mathematical computing was used to set-up the model 
and to process the inverse identification. The model 
was iterated on progressive variations of D̃T_maple rang-
ing from 0.1 × 10−10 to 2.5 × 10−10 m2 s−1 and run on the 
overall set of concerts. The average error was computed 
as from Equation [3] where ΔMexp is the real mass varia-
tions recorded during concerts and ΔMnum is the numeri-
cal mass variation computed using the model; the inverse 
identification of D̃T_maple is performed by single minimi-
sation of that average error.

The computed relative error was plotted against 
the iterated diffusion coefficient values and has 
shown a parabolic trend with a minimum at 
D̃T_maple  = 1.30 × 10−10 m2 s−1. A detail of the plot in the 
unique minimum area is shown in Fig. 3.

The obtained value of 1.300 × 10−10  m2  s−1 is much 
higher than the common value of 0.452 × 10−10  m2  s−1 

(3)

Relative error
∣

∣

D̃T maple

=

√

√

√

√

∑9

1

(

(
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)

�Mexp
× 100

)2

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣
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used for spruce wood and it is also very far from the 
value of about 0.100 × 10−10  m2  s−1 from [32] and 
0.069 × 10−10  m2  s−1 of sugar maple reported by [39]. 
This high value of diffusion coefficient can easily be 
explained by the fact the varnishes are not totally imper-
vious and that other parts of the violins exchange water 
as these considered to be permeable in the simplified 
model. The experimental and the numerical data are 
shown in Fig. 4. As it can be observed, in Fig. 4a again, 
the numerical data present a linear trend as well as the 
measured data. Furthermore, as from Fig. 4b, the 88% of 
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the mass variation during concerts can be predicted with 
a model based on Fick’s law and be defined as fickian.

Figure 5 provides an example of the model run on the 
relative humidity variation of the concert number 2, 
where the relative humidity steps from an average value 
of 53.9% to an average value 49.3% for a time of about 
3  hours. Dashed line also shows the expected behav-
iour of the violin in case the relative humidity variation 
persisted until the equilibrium moisture content was 
reached (about a week).

With a more complex model it could also be inter-
esting to separately predict the mass variation of the 

soundboard, back face and ribs and the recovery time 
once the violin is placed back into the conservation 
showcase after the concert. This step could lead to the 
development of hygro-mechanical models where defor-
mations and stresses could be predicted with important 
output in the definition of the conservation duties.

Extension of the model to theoretical cases
The developed model, once tuned to real conditions, 
could also be profitably used to predict a large num-
ber of virtual concerts in order to evaluate the impact 
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Fig. 5 In plain lines, mass variation (ΔMnum =−  0.57 g) of the “Cannone” violin (on bottom) and its different exchanging parts (on top) over 
time during the concert number 2 (ΔRH = 13.1%, concert duration TOC = 2.75 h and the mass variation ΔMexp = − 0.65 g). In the middle part is 
represented the relative humidity conditions imposed to the violin during the concert. In dashed line is figured the mass variation if the violin was 
kept in the concert until reaching its mass equilibrium (after about 6 days)
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of any concert on the high valuable instrument. The 
model was run on 1000 randomly simulated relative 
humidity variations between − 20 and + 20% from the 
conservation conditions and for TOC (Time Outside 
the showcase) ranging from 0.5 to 10  h. The result of 
this simulation is shown in Fig. 6. As can be observed, 
the simulated concerts with a duration between 2 and 
5 h (as the nine real concerts analysed in this paper—
highlighted with red circles), are in line with the experi-
mental data. This quasi-linear behaviour in this range, 
well documented by [21], is due to the fact that Fick’s 
law diffusion process can be approximate by a lin-
ear behaviour when considering very short time and 
non-extreme relative humidity variations even though 
the moisture diffusion is far from behaving linearly. 
Nonetheless, by increasing the time of the concert, the 
behaviour of the instrument becomes more and more 
non-linear and justifies the use of Fick’s law to assess 
the real behaviour under such conditions.

Conclusions
The use of literature diffusion coefficients and simpli-
fied boundary conditions to predict the hygroscopic 
behaviour of a complex object such as a violin was 
found to be wrong and potentially hardly misleading. 
Very wrong choices could be undertaken when based 
on such assumptions. This approach leads the model to 
explain only a small fraction of the real mass variations 
during concerts (R2= 0.27). Because most of the inputs 
of the model are unknown (wood aging, permeability 
of the varnishes or unknown treatments, incertitude of 

diffusion coefficients, non-homogeneity of the materi-
als) and not easily measurable without exposing a cul-
tural heritage piece to unnecessary risks, because some 
simplified boundaries are necessary, a model based on 
non-destructive procedures and tuned on real data is 
always necessary.

The model was then tuned on real data to verify the 
suitability of Fick’s law to predict the violin hygroscopic 
behaviour. The tuning was done through inverse deter-
mination of sycamore maple diffusion coefficient by 
iterative error minimisation. With this procedure the dif-
fusion coefficients lose their physical meaning leading to 
include the errors due to simplified boundaries and lack 
of information into the diffusion coefficients. Nonethe-
less, thanks to such procedure general conclusion on the 
specific “Cannone” artefact can be drawn. This approach 
leads the model to carefully explain (R2= 0.88) the real 
mass variation of the violin as a consequence of the envi-
ronment relative humidity variation during concerts. This 
work does not intend to promote modelling strategies 
but only verify that Fick’s law, after a proper tuning, could 
profitably be used to predict the hygroscopic behaviour 
of a cultural heritage complex object such as a violin The 
main outcome is that a numerical approach without cou-
pling with experimental observation can drive to very 
wrong results. By extension, such approach results to be 
a valuable first step to a more complex hygro-mechani-
cal model needed to estimate the risk of playing valuable 
cultural heritage musical instruments in order to define a 
conservation strategy.
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